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mass effect 3 features improved gameplay, an all-new combat system, and a deeper exploration of the galaxy. new character classes. new weapons and equipment. new enemies, including the powerful reapers. new and improved multiplayer combat. enhanced performance, visual and
graphical improvements. controls and user interface enhancements. and more. explore a larger, more robust galaxy. face new enemies. face old allies. make choices that will change the galaxy and your place in it. on a lush, unexplored planet, you find yourself and a squad of soldiers from
the first human expedition to the andromeda galaxy. they are in a desperate fight for their survival. against overwhelming odds, they must fight their way to the normandy to escape. and when they arrive, they find that the ship is gone. it has been destroyed. earth has no one to turn to,

no one to help, and no hope of escape from the reapers, a merciless race of androids bent on destroying all organic life. humanity is alone. the human race depends on you, commander shepard. your decisions will determine the outcome of the war. your actions will change the galaxy. the
galaxy is a cold, barren wasteland. humanity is all that remains. when the reapers destroyed the earth, the last of humanity escaped into the andromeda galaxy, a distant beacon of hope. now, the galaxy faces a new threat: the collectors, an ancient race bent on harvesting its resources.
humanity is too weak to stand against them alone. only you can challenge the collectors, rescue the refugees, and take back the galaxy. the planet of virmire is destroyed and the vast majority of the galaxy's asari and quarian races are wiped out. the galaxy now faces a new threat: the

reapers. it's up to you to escape the reapers and find out what happened on virmire.
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